PROGRAM SCHEDULE
Session B

Day One
Students are introduced to the program Instructor, TA, and staff. The orientation will include
group activities and instructor lectures.

Daily Schedule
Each day is divided into two sessions: a morning lesson from 9:00 am to 12:30 pm and an
afternoon lesson from 1:30 to 5:00 pm. During each class, students receive one-on-one
instruction, work individually and in groups to develop their own projects. Classes meet daily for
two weeks. Attendance is required for each class session.

• 9 am – 12:30 pm– Lecture and demos. Students will be introduced to the workshop content
  and will work individually or in groups.

• 12:30 pm – 1:30 pm– Lunch

• 1:30 pm – 5:00 pm– Students continue receiving instruction developing their projects, and
  preparing for the final exhibition.

Artist talks- The Summer Art Institutes invites artists to come and share their practice with you
through a lecture and Question and Answer session.

Documentation Workshop- It is vital to an artist's practice to learn how to document and light
their work. A workshop will be conducted to teach you best practices.

Final Exhibition and Closing Reception The two-week program culminates in a final
exhibition of students' works and a closing reception over zoom.